EXECUTIVE DIRECTORATE
CONFERENCE AND SECURITY DIVISION

SCHEDULE OF MEETINGS FOR THURSDAY 25 OCTOBER 2007
| NEA - 9th Meeting of the IGSC | NEA Room A+B  
12, boulevard des Îles  
92130 Issy-les-Moulineaux | 10:00  
15:00 |
|-----------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|
| EPOC - Working Group on Transport | Château  
Room E | 09:30 |
| CFA - Working Party No.8 on Tax Avoidance and Evasion | Château  
Roger Ockrent | 09:00 |
| EPOC - Working Group on the Harmonisation of Regulatory Oversight in Biotechnology | Franqueville Building  
Room Franqueville | 09:30  
15:00 |
| CMF - Committee on Financial Markets - Bureau meeting | Château  
Room G | 09:00 |
| IEA - New Indicators for the Building Sector | IEA - Room 2  
9, rue de la Fédération  
75015 Paris | 09:00  
14:30 |
| NEA - WPNEM Expert Group on Considerations for Decision Making in Emergency Management (EGDM) | NEA Room C  
12, boulevard des Îles  
92130 Issy-les-Moulineaux | 09:00  
15:00 |
| CSTP - 90th Session of the Committee for Scientific and Technological Policy | Tour Europe  
Salle des Nations | 09:30  
14:30 |
| CMF - Committee on Financial Markets | Château  
Room C | 09:30  
15:00 |
| ELSA - Experts' meeting on Health Care Quality Indicators | UEO A  
43, avenue du Président Wilson, 75016 Paris | 09:30  
14:30 |
| CEMT - Transport Management Board : Task Force Session 2009 on Globalisation of Trade and Its Impacts on Transport and Infrastructure | ICAO  
3 bis Villa Emile Bergerat  
92222 Neuilly-sur-Seine | 10:00 |
| CEMT - Transport Management Board | ICAO  
3 bis Villa Emile Bergerat  
92222 Neuilly-sur-Seine | 14:30 |
| CFA - WP8 Sub-Group on Tax Crimes and Money Laundering | Château  
Roger Ockrent | 14:30 |
| PAC - Committee on Public Affairs and Communications | Château  
Room G | 15:00 |